
 

 

Recent critical praise for My Brightest Diamond’s This Is My Hand 

 
Favorite Songs of 2014 

“‘Pressure’: This baroque pop gem opens with drum corps and woodwinds, tacks on a tribal 
rhythm breakdown and just goes for it. All the way.” 

“…one of the most powerful and dramatic voices of the past decade.” 
“…an ability to cultivate intimacy through flawless, complex production with a beating heart.” 

“As a musician, Worden (who performs as My Brightest Diamond) builds her songs deliberately 
and impeccably…words are painted, sounds are sculpted, and the nature of Worden’s voice itself 

adds dimension—more than a single vocalist usually can. Her wholly enveloping, finely tuned 
alto sounds by turns forceful, vulnerable, cooing, playful, and endlessly emotive.” 

 
“…has a feeling for both the grandeur and the grain, building every sweeping gesture in her 

music out of a swarm of small details.” 

 
The Best of 2014 

“…added to her smart, savvy chamber pop the influence of funk and marching bands. Her 
flawless voice pecks, jabs and floats above a world of rhythm that gives the new music its 

motion and undeniable heartbeat.” 
“At times, This Is My Hand all but commands listeners to dance.” 

 
“On her new album, This Is My Hand, she continues to reach far and wide with great success, 

adding marching-band rhythms and funky horns to her mix.” 

 
“…sounds like a modern-day Nina Simone…” 

 
“…This is My Hand works on a visceral level, conjuring Worden’s intended image of tribal, 

fireside collaboration through a rich diversity of texture, detail, and tone.” 
“…successful exercise in percussive, jagged art-pop that explores themes of self-acceptance, 

sensuality, and community.” 
“...unique and oddly beautiful.” 

 “…presents an invigorating progression of Worden’s sonic palette…” 
 



 

 

 
#3: MBE Producer Ariana Morgenstern’s Top Albums of 2014 

“…gorgeous new album…” 

 
“This Is My Hand is an album I would recommend to anyone—for exactly all the reasons that 
it’s hard to write about. It’s fascinating, deep and explorable, with elemental lyrics written in 

wonderful structure and a kind of misty mystery that seeps in only when we talk about our own 
prehistory. It’s packed with performances that are top-notch from every angle, and the more you 

listen to the record, the more it gets into your bones.” 

 
“…a new album of grand, swirling art-pop.” 

 “…’Pressure,’ is something to be reckoned with. Filled with an army of percussive sounds from 
big drums to twinkling bells along with shrieking brass and crushing synths, it’s a huge 

production, but it all sounds small compared to Worden’s operatic voice.” 
“On this new one [‘Lover Killer’], Worden’s always-great voice fits into another fascinating 

arrangement, this time with a chorus lifted up by bouncy brass.” 

 
“…Worden’s otherworldly croon, a beacon of purity amid the hectic soundscape.” 

 
“The talent practically oozes out of Shara Worden…Sharply original, supremely technical and 

straight from the heart.” 

 
“…the most gorgeous, idiosyncratic set of Saturday at Austin City Limits Music Festival.” 

“She is the rock ‘n’ roll Tilda Swinton.” 

 
“That bright future includes dance-floor beats mixed with a colorful art-rock inventiveness, 

segueing occasionally into cabaret intimacy and dream-pop balladry.” 

 
“…’Pressure,’ has MBD in great form, offering another helping of the arty chamber pop she’s 

become known for. It sounds like a winner for longtime fans…” 
 



 

 

 
#78, Under the Radar’s Top 140 Albums of 2014 
 “…big, bold, colorful, and inventive pop songs.” 

“This collection of vibrant and varied songs sees Worden in many forms: taking the reins of a 
marching band, staking a claim to the dance floor, and weaving a symphony from 

delicate bedroom electronics. In all instances, the results are thoroughly enjoyable.” 

 
“She’s a genius – yes, that word is justified – at using her above-average knowledge about 

How Music Works to create pop gems that balance challenge with accessibility.” 
“This is My Hand is one big ball of skill, imagination and love of musical creation.” 

 
“…her most economical and confident to date. It’s a collection of clever and polished four-

minute pop songs rife with immediate earworms, full-throttle beats and explosive choruses.” 
“…the most challenging and rewarding My Brightest Diamond album to date.” 

 
“…the pressure of opposites can be a strong enough force to create bright and shiny diamonds. 

That’s kind of what happens on this album.” 

 
“…there’s something so unique about Shara Worden’s music…has us hypnotized.” 

 
“…dazzling singer-songwriter…” 

 
“One of the first things you’ll notice about Shara Worden’s voice is that it is particularly 

extraordinary—dynamic, emotive and powerful. It becomes the focus of any space she breathes 
it into.” 

“Her voice is always firmly in the forefront, but these aren’t stock pop mixes—they’re inventive, 
yet subtle, revealing much with repeat listens.” 

 
“A thrumming, tribal first half gives way to a haunting, ethereal second, suggesting two 

diverging musical impulses.” 
“Luckily, it’s all as rewarding to listen to as it is to think about.” 



 

 

 
“This record is poignant, catchy, and what art is all about.” 

 
“…delivers some of Worden’s most creative and fully realized music.” 

“Her embrace of pop doesn’t diminish her music’s complexity; instead, she uses pop’s 
deceptively simple tools and tricks to hone these songs into their purest, most dynamic forms…” 

“...when she sings ‘this is my time’ on the title track, it’s hard not to agree with her.” 

 
“My Brightest Diamond is one of the most underrated musicians of our time. Shara Worden 

consistently creates gorgeous, moving music with each new release and her fourth full-
length, This is My Hand, is a continuing testament to her supernatural touch.” 

 
“…exquisite and original…” 

“Shara Worden injects her brand of art-pop with a serious rhythmic bump, complementing 
the band’s typically sophisticated arrangements with muscular, hard-hitting grooves.” 

 
#3: Top 5 Records of 2014 

“…an amazing craftsman who knows how to move the ball forward, progressing the formulas 
we hear time and time again by taking chances other artists don’t have the nerve for.  Her recent 

infatuation with marching bands is worked into the opening number, a monster of a song, 
‘Pressure.’  From there you’re transported through a world of darkness and light as if you were 

on a mystical journey through sound itself.” 

 
“…vacillates between dark and uplifting on the strength of Shara Worden’s expressive vocal 

acrobatics.” 

 
“Worden’s quick wit and intellectual prowess were revealed while explaining her new 

album This Is My Hand.” 

 
“…she’s just as great as ever.” 



 

 

 
“…maintains cool distance and heated concentration on her latest dark, poppy trawl.” 

“…a gem of a listen.” 

 
“…enchanting and entrancing.” 

 
“A plumed and luscious thing.” 

“…Worden is a force unto herself.” 

 
#128 - The 150 Best Songs of 2014 

 
“…the songstress is back with a more defined sound than ever.” 

“Her articulate, confidently composed vocals ooze control. In this surreal, operatic world of fine 
art set to synth-laden, calmly funky tracks, Worden is the reigning queen.” 

 
“[‘Pressure’] Led by insistent drumline percussion and brass, whose melding with the feathery 
woodwinds sounds oddly comfortable. This sort of groovy tune features another thrilling take 

from Worden. Multi-tracking her voice into a mini- choir to call-and-response with, she 
commands the four minutes with grace and power.” 

 
“...takes listeners on a colorful and vivid journey with each carefully orchestrated song in her 

album…” 

 
“Shara Worden is one of the most gifted, diverse musicians and songwriters in the world. 

Period.” 
“…her best release to date…” 

 
 “…song-crafting ingenuity.” 



 

 

 
“…the show was a blast, with all three acts bringing their A-games. Shara Worden played an 
insane amount of different instruments, providing the crowd with a sound as diverse as her on 

stage personality.” 

 
“Shara Worden has one of the best voices in indie rock—or pop, or any other genre she 

touches.” 

 
“…there’s plenty of fresh material to take in from this sorely underrated artist. Expect 

breathtaking, theatrical music without superfluous pomp and circumstance.” 

 
“Catching a mere glimpse of this woman on stage and you are immediately struck with an 

overwhelming sense of her presence…proof that there is good in the world.” 
“…an ethereal gift, her haunting voice bringing you down as swiftly as it riled you up.” 

 
Albums of the Year — Honorable Mention 

 
“In the cool indie music world, Shara Worden, a.k.a. My Brightest Diamond, luminously shines 

at the top.”  

 
“Vocally, Shara Worden, aka My Brightest Diamond, channels Kate Bush and Annie Lennox 

with music that’s always on the cutting edge, pushing boundaries, testing the limits—if there are 
any—of rock and pop.” 

 
“If there were a God, she’d probably be something like My Brightest Diamond.” 

 
“…a performance that is sure to impress music fans of all genres.” 

For more information, please contact  
Asha Goodman 615.320.7753 or Carla Sacks 212.741.1000  

at Sacks & Co., asha.goodman@sacksco.com or carla@sacksco.com. 


